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Executive summary
In this document, Deliverable D5.5 - AML based world models - Revised, we report findings from our
continued exploratory research into the potential of Algebraic Machine Learning (AML) to support ethical
world models.
In the previous, Deliverable D5.4 - AML based world models - Initial, we made a start in addressing interfaces between individuals’ embodied models of themselves in the world and organizations’ documented
models of themselves in the world. In particular, interfaces between individuals who have minor skin
maladies and organizations that provide care to individuals who have minor skin maladies. The interface
we investigated was AML-supported analyses of skin malady scans.
In this Deliverable, D5.5 - AML based world models - Revised, we continue with exploring interfaces between individuals’ embodied models and organizations’ documented models. Here, the interface between
individuals’ embodied models and organizations’ documented models is AML-supported analyses of gait
features captured with cameras and/or sensors.
In particular, our research reported in this document, D5.5, explored the potential of AML improve
upon the explainability of AI-supported analyses of gait features. In particular, interpretability in terms
of individuals’ embodied models and organizations’ documented models. This addresses the ethical
requirement for people who may have disorders related gait to have explanation of what treatments are
being recommended and are not being recommended by healthcare organizations. Also, it addresses
the ethical requirement for healthcare providers to make the most effective use of scarce healthcare
resources.
Our exploratory research indicates that AML may have some potential to improve classification based
on gait features and the explainability of gait feature analyses because of its simple three level structure
and conformance to human-based constraints specified in human-defined policies that can be written in
AML-DL. Our research also indicates that AML at this point may have limitations regarding overfitting
and complexity of models.
This deliverable, D5.5. AML based world models - Revised, will be followed by D5.8 AML based world
models - Final. In addition, Work Package 5 will deliver D5.6 Embedding of ethics and cultural concerns
into AML based world models - Initial, and D5.7 Embedding of ethics and cultural concerns into AML
based world models - Final. In those future deliverables, we shall report our further research into the
potential of Algebraic Machine Learning (AML) to improve interactive human-centric machine learning
systems in complex settings.
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1

Introduction

In this deliverable, Deliverable D5.5 - AML based world models - Revised, we report findings from
our continued exploratory research into the potential of Algebraic Machine Learning (AML) to support
ethical world models. In the previous, Deliverable D5.4 - AML based world models - Initial, we made
a start in addressing interfaces between individuals’ embodied models of themselves in the world and
organizations’ documented models of themselves in the world. In this Deliverable, D5.5 - AML based
world models - Revised, we continue with exploring interfaces between individuals’ embodied models
and organizations’ documented models. Here, the interface between individuals’ embodied models and
organizations’ documented models is AML-supported analyses of gait features captured with cameras
and/or sensors. In particular, our research reported in this deliverable explored the potential of AML
to improve the interpretability of AI-supported analyses of gait features. Specifically, interpretability in
terms of individuals’ embodied models and organizations’ documented models. This addresses the ethical
requirement for people who may have disorders related gait to have explanation of what treatments are
being recommended and are not being recommended by healthcare organizations. Also, it addresses the
ethical requirement for healthcare providers to make the most effective use of scarce healthcare resources.
The remainder of the deliverable comprises four further sections: background, results, discussion, and
conclusions.

2

Background

In this section, an overview is provided of the state-of-the art in gait feature analysis using machine learning (ML). First, the term, gait, is explained. Next, principal aspects of gait analysis are described. Then,
application of machine learning to gait analysis is discussed. Subsequently, the potential of Algebraic
Machine Learning (AML) to contribute to the explainability of gait analyses with machine learning is
discussed.

2.1

Gait

The term, gait, refers to walking, running, and other means of natural locomotion combined with posture.
A gait cycle consists of the activities that occur from the point of initial contact of one lower extremity,
e.g. a foot, to the point at which the same extremity contacts the ground again. Gait cycle is a combined
function of the lower extremity, pelvis, and spinal column. It is a single sequence of functions by one
limb. It begins when reference foot contacts the ground and end with subsequent floor contact of the
same foot. A single gait cycle is known as a stride [1]. Fundamental gait phases and expected interval
of gait cycle are shown in Figure 1 below [2]. In particular, a single gait cycle consists primarily of two
phases: a swing phase and a stance phase. Typically, the stance phase begins with the heel contact and
ends with the toe of the same foot. That duration when foot remains in contact with the ground is known
as stance phase and accounts for approximately 60 percent of the normal gait cycle.
The duration when the foot is off the ground is known as swing phase and accounts for 40 percent of
the gait cycle. Swing phase begins with the toes of one foot and ends with the heel contact of that
same foot. Each gait phase has a functional objective and a critical pattern of selective synergistic
motion to accomplish its goal. The sequential combination of the phases also enables the limb to perform
the following three basic tasks: weight acceptance, single-limb support, and limb advancement. The
stance phase and the swing phase can be segmented further into eight segments: five stance and three
swing. Specifically, the stance phase can divided into five sub-phases as follows: initial contact, loading
response, mid stance, terminal stance and pre-swing. The swing phase can be divided into the following
three phases: initial swing, mid swing and terminal swing. Figure 1 illustrates the fundamentals of gait
phases and expected interval of phases and sub-phases in the total gait cycle [2].

©
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Figure 1: Fundamental gait phases and expected interval of gait cycle [2]

2.2

Gait analysis

Gait analysis includes the measurement of temporal, kinematics, kinetics and dynamic electromyography
(EMG) based parameters from which conclusions about the subject (health, age, size, weight, speed, etc.)
can be drawn [3]. Figure 2 shows a comprehensive parameter tree in gait analysis [1].

Figure 2: Gait analysis parameters [1]
As summarized in Figure 3, human gait analysis methods can be broadly classified into four types: vision
based using a video camera (i.e. image processing based), sensor-based, other technologies, and combined
approaches[1].

©
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Figure 3: Gait analysis methods [1]

2.3

Application of machine learning in gait analysis

A range of machine learning techniques have been applied to gait analysis including the following: supervised (classification based), unsupervised (clustering based), reinforcement, rule-based, evolutionary
(genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization), probabilistic and hybrid approaches [1, 4, 5, 6]. Findings indicate that machine learning analyses have potential to differentiate between various gait-related
disorders [7]. For example, one study focused on differentiating between physical impairments to gait,
in particular functional impairments associated with the hip, the knee, the ankle, and the heel [8]. Another study proposed recognition of several health problems from gait analyses, including hemiplegia and
Parkinson’s disease [9]. A separate study applied machine learning successfully to assess condition within
a functional disorder. In particular, within Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS): a condition that
causes a long-term burning pain in a limb or part of a limb and can cause various degrees of physical
functional performance deterioration [10]. A particularly interesting machine learning application in gait
analysis is its use in detecting affective disorders, such as depression. It has been argued that gait analysis can provide a readily quantifiable objective approach to monitoring depression and related affective
disorders [11]. This is important because regardless of what type of event may initiate disorders such as
CRPS, i.e. medical conditions that impair normal functioning of bodily processes but that are not fully
understood [12], they can be amplified and by perpetuated affective disorders [13]. For example, there
can be strong links between anxiety, depression and fibromyalgia [14]. Apropos, machine learning has
been applied to Kinect-recorded gait data in order to facilitate recognition of anxiety and depression [15].
However, it is important to note, that there have been few studies and little progress in improving the
©
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explainability of results from gait analyses carried out with machine learning [16]. Accordingly, it is
worthwhile to investigate the potential of AML to improve explainability.

2.4

Potential of AML to contribute to explainable gait analyses

AML-models are mathematical models comprising algebraic representations [17]. Algebraic Machine
Learning (AML) is founded upon several core algorithms that can learn from data. Individual applications
of AML to carry out specific analyses involve using AML description language (AML-DL) to define
embeddings that include human-defined constraints. During the training, the core learning algorithms
keep generating atoms until the model learns to differentiate between classes while fulfilling the humandefined AML-DL constraints. Thus, a valid model is obtained at the end of each training step. At this
stage of the development of AML, the valid model may contain atoms that are not directly useful for
classification, representing only general features of the problem. That is atoms which do not contribute to
differentiating between classes while fulfilling human-defined constraints. Compared to machine learning
models, such as some deep neural networks, which are recognized as less conducive to interpretability in
the context of explainable AI (XAI) [18], AML models have three potential advantages.
First, AML-models have a fundamentally simple structure. They comprise only three layers: inputs –
atoms – outputs. Relationships between inputs and outputs defined in atoms are binary. An atom can be
linked to one or more inputs and is said to be present in an example if at least one of those inputs is present.
AML-models expand as they learn patterns from training data. The number of atoms can increase from
tens to thousands during training. Nonetheless, the simple three-layer structure persists.
Second, the core AML algorithms check that the human-defined constraints are maintained in the subsequent binary relationships between inputs and outputs that are learnt as new atoms are generated during
training. To use an analogy, an initial AML-DL model description can be thought of metaphorically as
a top-down development plan with predefined zone categories outlined for different types of development
such as greenspace, housing, industrial, and retail. During training, the AML model will generate only
new atoms from bottom-up sensory inputs that are consistent with the top-down development plan that
is set-out in the initial AML-DL description. To continue with this analogy, the structure of the learned
atoms would include bottom-up sensory inputs that are within predefined zone categories and exclude
bottom-up sensory inputs that are not. Thus, the overall integrity of the AML-DL model is maintained
however large the number of atoms grows to be.
Third, AML-DL rules can be traced back to human-defined policies. This is imperative because it must
be clear from the outset and throughout what is included and what is excluded in an AML-DL defined
model. For example, human-defined policies can provide the basis for human-defined work procedures.
Then, work procedures can be distilled through a series of inter-related formats, such as natural language
and summary diagrams, into first-order-logic rules that can define relationships in atoms between inputs
and outputs in AML-DL. As new atoms generated during training conform to the AML-DL model’s
human pre-defined rules, AML-models are interpretable. That is, humans can interpret how the model
uses inputs to generate outputs [19].
However, the expansion of AML-models from tens to thousands of atoms limits potential for direct human
interpretation. This is because of the massive amount of time that would be required for people to go
through every input – atom – output relationship. Accordingly, as described in the following section,
we explore the potential of widely used decision tree methods to support human interpretation of AML
models. The edges and nodes of tree structures provide natural visualization. Within the tree structure,
data ends up in distinct groups that are often easier to understand than points on a multi-dimensional
hyperplane as in linear regression. Furthermore, the explanations for short trees can be simple, because
for each split the instance falls into either one or the other leaf. In other words, tree representations are
binary. Thus, they are well-suited to AML because the relationships between inputs and outputs defined
in AML atoms are binary. Yet, the interpretability of trees depends upon their depth. The more terminal
©
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nodes and the deeper the tree, the more difficult it becomes to understand a tree [20]. Thus, we explore
to what extent, if any, can application of classification and regression tree methods obtain interpretable
summary information from the persistent simple structure of human-defined AML models.

3

Result from AML-analyses of gait features

In this work we have explored AML for Gait analysis using data from [21]. In that study, the gait
characteristics of 121 healthy patients and 126 that were clinically diagnosed with depression was analysed.
Gait was recorded using a Kinect (Version 2) while the subjects walked a 6 by 1 meter footpath, as depicted
in Figure 4. Based on the joint as detected by the Kinect, [21] used statistical, frequency domain and
spatiotemporal features to distinguish between the two groups of patients (clinically diagnosed and not)
using different machine learning algorithms.

Figure 4: The schematic of the experiment environment [21]
While the best performance in this study is achieved with statistical and frequency domain features,
those are only available pre-processed using principal component analysis, generating a feature set that
is not interpretable. As our aim is explainable AI, we opted to use only the spatiotemporal ones instead,
since they are not opaque and are related to previous research on gait patterns [21]. For example, they
include walking speed, head posture and vertical head movement.
Thus, we will apply AML to this dataset and compare AML to other machine learning approaches.

3.1

Full List of Features

In [21], the spatiotemporal features computed are paraphrased in the following list:
• Body swaying: Body swaying is measured by the maximum difference in position of the left-shoulder
and the right-shoulder on the X-axis during a gait cycle.
• Left-arm/Right-arm swing: It was defined as the maximum difference of the left/right wrist moving
along the Z-axis during a gait cycle.
©
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• Head posture: Quantifies the head posture during a gait cycle by averaging the angle between the
vertical direction and the connection line between the neck and the clavicle in the plane which
consisted of the Y-axis and the Z-axis.
• Left/Right stride length: It measured the maximum change in the horizontal direction of the
left/right foot during a gait cycle.
• Walking speed: Participants’ walking speed was measured according to their spine movement along
the Z-axis.
In total, we have 10 features. For each subject, each feature is calculated using its mean during two gait
cycles [21].

3.2

Discretisation AML Embedding

AML is based on Discrete Mathematics, so we need a strategy to discretize the data. In our case a simple
approach was used, where each feature will be uniformly divided into 16 bins.
Regarding embedding, we used a simplified version of the one developed in D5.1, which expresses the
notion of intensity of each value.
We define for each feature 30 = 2 × (16 − 1) constants separated into two sets of 15 constants each, one
set for “lower or equal” constants and another set for “greater than” constants. A total of 10 × 30 = 300
constants are used to describe the input and another 2 constants are used for the output, which represents
the two groups of subjects.
For each feature f , the 30 constants associated to the sensor are le0,f , le1,f , ..., le14,f and g0,f , g1,f , ..., g14,f .
The formal knowledge we want to express is the notion of intensity, which we will represent as ordered
sets
lei+1,f ≤ lei,f

(1)

lei,f ̸≤ lei+1,f

(2)

gi,f ≤ gi+1,f

(3)

gi+1,f ̸≤ gi,f ,

(4)

forming one ascending chain and one descending chain for each feature. The goal is embedding the
discretized feature values reading which corresponds to an intensity, i.e a numerical value and, therefore,
represented as an ordered set in a discrete system.
Each training example can be represented as a vector r(s) corresponding to the s = 0, ..., 10 discretized
feature readings for a subject and one output value k representing the group the subject belongs to. For
each training example, a term T was created representing the problem input:


le0,s
r(s) = 0 

T = ⊙s ler(s),s ⊙ gr(s)−1,s 0 < r(s) < 15
(5)


g14,s
r(s) = 15
and the training example was embedded with the positive relation
Ok ≤ T

(6)

and 1 negative relation expressing that when some data belongs to one group he does not belong to the
other,
Ok′ ̸≤ T.
(7)
The complete theory we have used to embed the human activity problem then consists on how training
data is labelled, Eqs. 6 and Eqs. 7, and the formal knowledge relations Eqs. 1.
©
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3.3

Training and Classification

Given the small size of the dataset, our strategy was to train two AML models, one to recognise the
clinically depressed group Mk and another to recognise the healthy one Mk′ .
To check whether a test example T belongs to a given class Oj , we check whether the relation Oj ≤ T
holds. This relation holds in model Mj when all the atoms in constant Oj are a subset of the atoms of
term T . We say an example T has m misses if there are m atoms missing from the set of atoms in Oj .
Formally, this number of misses is the the discriminant of the relation Oj ≤ T in the output model Mj
(see [17] for definitions),
m(T, j) = |discMj (Oj , T )|
where Oj is the constant associated to output class j.
The assigned output class can then be calculated using

output(T) = argminj

m(T, j)
|Mj |


,

(8)

where |Mj | is the number of atoms in the model.
This is a heuristic that worked well in the previous deliverables such as D5.1. In the presence of a
validation set better approaches exist based on comparing cumulative distributions of each class, but in
this case we use this simple heuristic due to the size of the dataset and since this deliverable is focused on
world models and interpretability and not on achieving the best possible classification performance.

3.4

Classification Results

Replicating the procedure in [21], we performed a 10-fold cross validation and compared AML to other
machine learning algorithms. Results can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Results for the 10-fold cross validation using spatiotemporal features from [21] with different
machine learning methods
As we can see, AML showed a better median classification accuracy than the other machine learning
methods studied. Moreover, its result was also more consistent with a smaller standard deviation in its
performance.
Notice that the number of atoms in the model can depend on the amount of time spent in training. In its
current version AML models can grow its number of atoms as examples are revisited. As we are dealing
with a small dataset, we stopped training once the training examples were all learned by the algebra.
At this point the number of atoms is altogether around 6000, meaning we already have one order of
magnitude more atoms than examples. As we can see in Figure 5, this did not lead to overfitting. Still,
it is interesting to see what happens if we train our AML models further. Thus, we performed this
experiment, training each models over several days. Results are depicted in Figure 6 where we show our
original AML model as AM L − 0 and test our model every half day of training time, with AM L − 2 being
the models after 1 day of training. It is clear that with our current methodology (heuristic of Section 3.3)
©
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AML can degrade its performance, as seen in the difference between AM L − 0 and AM L − 1, but the
overall performance seems to converge on a level above most of the other machine learning algorithms
even after days of training.
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Figure 6: Results for the 10-fold cross validation using spatiotemporal features from [21] with different
machine learning methods, now including longer training times for AML. We show our original AML
model as AM L − 0 and test our model every half day of training time, with AM L − 2 being the models
after 1 day of training.

3.5

Interpretability of AML models

As mentioned before, an AML model can have orders of magnitude more atoms than features. For
example, with 10 features, the number of atoms can be in the thousands. Each atom can be easy to
interpret individually. For example, one of the learned atoms is simply headP osture > 1.18, that is,
this atom is present if this simple condition is fulfilled. On the other hand, some atoms include more
conditions (being present if any of them is fulfilled) that can include many of the features.
Since looking manually at all the atoms for each decision is not feasible, one needs to present such
information in a way that it can act as a boundary object.
The key idea is that not all atoms are relevant in a classification decision. For example, some atoms
may always be present, or always be present when some other two atoms are present. Thus, in our first
attempt we started by converting each example from the feature space to the atom space, that is, we
convert every example to a vector x where
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(
xi =

1, if atom i is in x
0, otherwise

This atom space representation can then be converted into a decision tree using the CART algorithm
[22], limiting its height so that said tree is easier to interpret. An example can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Example of a tree as potential boundary object. Each node represents one atom with its listed
set of presence criteria (one is enough for it to be included).
While this can reduce the amount of information one needs to analyse, and such representation could be
interpreted by experts, it does not encode the full complexity of the AML model and is not intuitive for
©
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non-experts.

4

Discussion

In this section, AML-enabled gait analyses are related to interpretability in terms of world models, interface states, and boundary objects. In particular, it is explained how different people’s embodied models
of themselves in the world can lead to them having different potential for gait disorders from the same
initial circumstances. Also, it is explained that different organizations can have different perceptions of
the same gait disorders. Accordingly, there can be different interpretations of exactly the same gait analysis report. Thus, improving the interpretability of machine learning-enabled gait analyses is insufficient
in itself to lead to there being agreement in interpretations. This discussion section highlights that the
current interpretability of AML-enabled gait analyses, as shown in Figure 7, is not yet adequate. This
is because the tree, its branches, and its leaves are not readily accessible to non-experts. Hence, they
are open to different interpretations by different people in accordance with their existing world models,
which can be in opposition to each other. This is a very important issue in functional disorders, because
different interpretations can lead to high treatment costs with poor treatment outcomes.

4.1

World models

The world models of individuals and organizations are models of self in the world. In human selfmodels, the mind is an embodied system in the world rather than just a neural network in the head.
For individual people, embodied models of self in the world include implicit characteristics that provide
internal context for processing inputs from the world and for taking actions in the world [23, 24, 25].
Implicit characteristics can include personality type, hardiness levels, fascia system, and body memory [26,
27, 28, 29]. These characteristics are difficult to categorize individually. For example, boundaries between
personality types are difficult to define, and interrelationships between different characteristics can be
uncertain [30, 31, 32]. By contrast, organizations make their internal characteristics explicit in order
to demonstrate compliance with relevant laws, regulations, standards, etc. For example, organizations
make their internal structure explicit in organograms and their internal beliefs clear in policy statements
within the documentation of their quality management systems [33, 34, 35].
Embodied self-models provide individual people with prior expectations of what they will experience.
Documented organization-models provide organizations with prior expectations of what they will experience. For example, people who expect to experience pain are more likely to experience pain [36]. What
organizations expect to experience can be recorded in documents, such as plans for the coming years [37].
Individual people who pay more attention to their embodied models of themselves in the world than to
sensory inputs from the world can engage in motivated cognition [38] and wishful seeing [39]. Similarly,
organizations’ lock-ins to their internal models can lead to persisting with path dependent actions even
when there is sensory evidence that they are no longer effective [40, 41]. In summary, motivated cognition
and wishful seeing, lock-ins and path dependencies can lead to information being interpreted to serve
explanations that support preconceptions [42] and confirm biases [43]. For example, the tree shown in
Figure 7 could be so interpreted.

4.2

Interfaces

Relationships between changing internal models and a largely unchanging external world is illustrated
in Figure 8. Here, the world is largely unchanging in relation to the daily life of an individual or an
organization. The shaded area highlights the extent of information gaps at interfaces between internal
model and external world. Initially, at t1 , there are minimal information gaps (green interface). However,
the internal model changes and information gaps at interfaces increase until they are not sustainable (red
interface) at t3 .
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Figure 8: Interfaces of changing internal models
Consider, for example, changing internal models of human production operatives in a largely unchanging
work place and how these can affect gait. A human production operative who works with mobile robotics
while wearing hardware, such as exoskeletons and headsets, may develop a consistent top-down prior
expectation of ankle pain from what was initially a surprise ankle pain early in a working day. This
could have arisen from wearing an exoskeleton having introduced unpredictable loads to the production
operative’s musculoskeletal system while restricting three-dimensional rotational movements that are
typically involved in lifting. Toward the end of the day, there may be very strong bottom-up sensory
signals because the operative has to do some heavy lifting. If the operative pays attention to the ankle,
then it is likely that the operative will be conscious of ankle pain, and gait may be affected. However, as
the end of the working day nears, the operative’s attention to ankle pain can be modulated by attention
being focused on leaving work on time to keep a social appointment. As a consequence, the operative
may not be conscious of ankle pain at the final stages of the day despite there being several hours of
consistent prior evidence to support ankle pain expectation and despite strong physical causation for
increased ankle pain during heavy lifting [44, 45].
Whether conscious or not conscious of ankle pain at the end of the working day, the operative may
subsequently undergo some minor ankle fascia manipulation therapy and begin one ankle rehabilitation
exercise to widen the range of ankle movement. After a few days, the ankle may be pain-free, the
operative may soon forget about having had ankle pain, and the operative’s gait may return to its
previous pattern. However, the wearing of exoskeletons could have negative effects on fascia system
functioning [46], such as negative unintended changes to interoception, nociception, and proprioception.
Apropos, the next day, the operative’s anxiety about ankle injury could lead the operative to becoming
hypervigilant to any bottom-up sensory signal related to the ankle. This can involve two attentional
processes of hypervigilance: detection of threatening stimuli and difficulty in disengaging attention from
threatening stimuli. In particular, operatives with high pain-related anxiety are more likely to orient their
attention toward a pain-related threat and have difficulty in disengaging from the threat [47]. Treatment
may not end hypervigilance. Rather, treatment can be followed by fear of re-injury and prevent the
return to work[48]. Accordingly, the operative’s gait can change. At worst, there can be descent into
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chronic fear of pain from movement: i.e., kinesiophobia, and chronic pain conditions with widespread
complex symptoms such as fibromyalgia [49] or other functional disorder [13]. Here, it is important to
note chronic body-wide pain is prevalent amongst many populations [50].
Thus, as summarized in Table 1, depending on the characteristics of individuals’ embodied self-models,
emergence of prior expectation of acute ankle-specific pain during one working day can end quickly with
little effect on gait or can expand into a persistent gait problem with consistent prior expectation of
chronic body-wide pain [51]. In particular, propensity to experience pain can be affected by personality
type [52], hardiness levels [53], fascia condition [54], and body memory [55]. As illustrated in Figure 8,
this example illustrates the potential for internal models to go from being aligned with the external world
(green interface) to becoming maladapted to the external world (red interface) [56, 57].
Two different
embodied
models of self
in the world
Low pain propensity
embodied self-model

High pain propensity
embodied self-model

Psychomotor predictive processing
Top-down
Bottom-up
Prior expectations
Sensory signals
consistency
strength
Specific acute pain
Directly related to
only during work
physical impact
continued briefly
during specific work
after initial pain
activity
surprise
Eventually, strength
Eventually, chronic
of bottom-up
body-wide pain
throughout daily life signals is not
directly related to
irrespective of type
of movement or
particularmovements or to
whether there is any lack of movements
movement

Intermediate
Attention-based
modulation
Attention elsewhere
Forgetting

Eventually,
hypervigilance to
body-wide pain

Table 1: Different embodied internal models leading to different interface experiences
This example also illustrates that human internal models do not necessarily maintain continuous synchrony with the external world. Rather, there is a trade-off between accuracy of predictions based on
prior expectations from models and the complexity of models. Individuals and organizations do need to
fit with the world in which they intend to survive. In other words, they do need to have ecological fitness. However, sensory input is inherently noisy, and continually increasing the complexity of an internal
model in response to every unexpected small sensory input would lead to over-fitting. In other words,
the complexity of an internal model could increase through unknowingly taking noise to be underlying
model structure. Conversely, under-fitting can occur when an agent’s internal model does not adequately
resemble the environment in which an agent intends to survive. For example, a linear internal model
will tend to have poor predictive performance when an agent is trying to survive in a non-linear environment [58, 59, 60]. Thus, there needs to be a balance between model complexity and prediction accuracy.
This need is equally relevant to individuals’ embodied models and organizations’ documented models. It
is in this context that AML outputs, such as representations of the models produced in Section 3 will be
interpreted.

4.3

Gait feature analyses as boundary objects

Both individuals and organizations can balance complexity and accuracy by simplifying their internal
models to suit their biases and avoiding any potential source of sensory input from the external world
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that might not support their biases [61]. For individuals this can lead to motivated cognition [38] and
wishful seeing [39]. For organizations this can lead to lock-ins [40] and path dependency [41]. All of which
can lead to information, such as the tree in Figure 7, being interpreted to serve explanations that support
preconceptions [42] and confirm biases [43]. This very important issue of human interpretation to support
preconceptions and biases is often overlooked in XAI literature that focuses on the technical challenges of
obtaining and presenting information from machine learning models that can be interpreted by humans.
In particular, there is little consideration of interpretable information from machine learning models as
boundary objects between internal models and external states. As summarized in Figure 9, boundary
objects are situated within interfaces between the boundaries of internal models and the external world.
Boundary objects have different meanings in different social worlds but nonetheless can be meaningful
to more than one social world. Boundary objects include written words, spatial diagrams, and any other
types of information that can facilitate development and maintenance of coherence across intersecting
world models [62, 63].

Figure 9: Gait feature analysis report as a boundary object
For example, gait feature analysis reports can be situated within the interface between the embodied
internal model of a person suffering from a functional disorder accompanied with kinesiophobia, and a
healthcare provider organization’s documented internal model. To the person suffering from a functional
disorder, the healthcare provider organization is in the external world. Gait analysis reports can contribute to evaluation of patients’ complex disorder status, treatment, rehabilitation and recovery [1]. In
practical terms, this can involve important outcomes such as preventing wheelchair dependency [64]. On
the other hand, gait analysis reports could contribute to phobic avoidance and affective disorders that can
perpetuate functional disorders [13], rather than contribute to a care pathway for patient recovery [65,
66].

4.4

AML-enabled gait feature analyses as boundary objects

As explained above, it is important that interpretable information from AML models, such as that shown
in Figure 7, does not facilitate explanations that serve only to further entrench preconceptions. In relation
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to functional disorders, it is possible for patients and healthcare providers to have strong preconceptions
that are in opposition to each other.
From the point-of-view of healthcare providers, lack of complete medical explanation for functional disorders can lead to concerns that they are actually factitious disorders or malingering [67]. Factitious
disorder, which has also been called Munchausen Syndrome, involves people behaving as if they have
illnesses by deliberately producing, feigning, or exaggerating symptoms [68]. This is different to malingering that involves deliberate effort to simulate illness in order to get out of obligations and/or to obtain
benefits [69]. Accordingly, there can be stigma against patients with functional disorders that presents
obstacles to diagnosis and treatment. It has been argued that symptoms can be misunderstood or dismissed because of stigma. Moreover, it has been argued that stigma results in poor clinical management
involving prolonged use of healthcare resources, and exacerbates suffering of patients [70].
Apropos, patients can have deeply entrenched preconceptions that can lead them to not favour some diagnoses and treatment recommendations. For example, patients who have kinesiophobia can be unreceptive
to diagnosis and treatments that involve increasing their range of physical movement. This is because
people who are suffering from kinesiophobia are afraid of moving. Specifically, people who are suffering
from kinesiophobia have the deeply entrenched preconception that movement will cause pain. However,
fear of movement can lead to increased disability and heightening of overall pain experience pain [49,
71]. Thus, kinesiophobia needs to be addressed. Yet, patients who do not agree with a diagnosis are less
likely to respond to treatment [72]. Thus, there is an ethical dilemma concerning the allocation of scarce
healthcare resources unless there is agreement about diagnosis and treatment recommendation.

Figure 10: Potential for opposing interpretations from the same gait analysis
Accordingly, there are two fundamental questions to be addressed in evaluation of AML gait analyses. Is
AML gait analysis at least equal to other machine learning (ML) gait analyses? Do AML gait analyses
have more potential than other ML gait analyses to provide boundary object information that can support
interpretations that serve to bridge opposing preconceptions?
With regard to the first question, our preliminary findings reported in Section 3.4 indicate that AML
is a very promising approach for gait analysis. However, Whether or not AML can provide boundary
objects that overcome the interpretability challenge summarized in Figure 10 remains unclear. The three
characteristics of AML outlined in section 2.4 offer some potential for the co-development of boundary
objects between healthcare providers and functional disorder patients. In particular, AML-models have
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a persistently simple structure; top-down rules in the atoms in an initial AML-DL model are maintained
throughout training; and outputs from AML-DL models can be traced back to human-defined policies.
Accordingly, the co-development of AML-DL models by patients and healthcare providers would be
consistent with the trend towards increased patient engagement. That is, enhancing patients ability to
fully participate in healthcare, helping them to be equipped, enabled, and empowered regarding their
own health. Patient engagement has been repeatedly linked to better health outcomes [73, 74]. Exploring
this potential for AML is a direction for further research and development work, as can be seen from the
tree in Figure 7, much improvement is required.

5

Conclusions

In this document, Deliverable D5.5 - AML based world models - Revised, we have reported findings
from our continued exploratory research into the potential of Algebraic Machine Learning (AML) to
support ethical world models. In doing so we have continued exploratory research started in D5.4. in
addressing interfaces between individuals’ embodied models of themselves in the world and organizations’
documented models of themselves in the world. Here, the interface between individuals’ embodied models
and organizations’ documented models is AML-supported analyses of gait features captured with cameras
and/or sensors. In particular, our research reported in this Deliverable, 5.5, explored the potential of
AML improve upon the explainability of AI-supported analyses of gait features.
Our exploratory research indicates that AML may have some potential to improve classification based
on gait features and the explainability of gait feature analyses because of its simple three level structure
and conformance to human-based constraints specified in human-defined policies that can be written in
AML-DL. Our research also indicates that AML at this point may have limitations regarding overfitting
in the absence of a validation set and size of the learned models. Moreover, in future work we will
undertake research and development work to improve the interpretability of AML outputs as boundary
objects.
This deliverable will be followed by D5.8 AML based world models - Final. In addition, Work Package
5 will deliver D5.6 Embedding of ethics and cultural concerns into AML based world models - Initial,
and D5.7 Embedding of ethics and cultural concerns into AML based world models - Final. In those
future deliverables, we shall report our further research into the potential of Algebraic Machine Learning
(AML) to improve interactive human-centric machine learning systems in complex settings.
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